ABOUT IEC
IEC is an ASX listed
Company aligned to the
transition to a low-carbon
future. IEC aims to
participate in the green
economy via mineral
exploration for the futurefacing metals at the
company’s flagship
Yalgarra Ni-Cu-PGE Project
located in Western
Australia
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Disclaimer
Forward Looking Statements
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements, guidance, forecasts, estimates, prospects, projections or statements in relation to future matters that may involve risks or
uncertainties and may involve significant items of subjective judgement and assumptions of future events that may or may not eventuate (Forward Statements). Forward Statements
can generally be identified by the use of forward looking words such as "anticipate", "estimates", "will", "should", "could", "may", "expects", "plans", "forecast", "target" or similar
expressions. Forward Statements including indications, guidance or outlook on future revenues, distributions or financial position and performance or return or growth in underlying
investments are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. To the extent that certain statements contained in
this presentation may constitute 'Forward Statements' or statements about forward looking matters, then the information reflects the Company's (and no other party's) intent, belief or
expectations as at the date of this presentation. No independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements or assumptions. None of the Company, its
related bodies corporate and their respective officers, directors, employees, advisers, partners, affiliates and agents (together, the IEC Parties) represent or warrant that such Forward
Statements will be achieved or will prove to be correct or gives any warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness, likelihood of achievement or reasonableness of any
Forward Statement contained in this presentation. Except as required by law or regulation, the Company assumes no obligation to release updates or revisions to Forward Statements
to reflect any changes. Recipients should form their own views as to these matters and any assumptions on which any of the Forward Statements are based and not place reliance on
such statements.

All dollar values are in Australian dollars ($ or A$) unless otherwise stated.
Disclaimer
No party other than the Company has authorised, permitted or caused the issue, submission, dispatch or provision of this presentation, or takes any responsibility for, or makes or
purports to make any statement, representation or undertaking in this presentation and there is no statement in this presentation that is based on any statement by any other party. No
person, either as a director, partner of or in the employment of the Company has any authority to make, imply, or give any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to the
information contained in this presentation. None of the IEC Parties take any responsibility for any information in this presentation or any action taken by you on the basis of such
information.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, the IEC Parties:
Exclude and disclaim all liability, including (without limitation) any liability for fraud or negligence, for any expenses, losses, damages or costs incurred either as a result of the
information in this presentation being inaccurate or incomplete in any way for any reason, or otherwise arising in connection with this presentation; and
Make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of information in this presentation.
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Investment
Highlights
Re-capitalised company with long operating
experience mining coal in Eastern Africa, now
focused on exploration & development of
minerals in Australia
Skilled board and highly experienced technical
team who have identified substantial projects in
Australia

Exploration focused on Yalgarra Ni-Cu-PGE
Project in WA and Louth Cu-Au Project in NSW

Underexplored projects with real potential for
company making discovery

Opportunity to identify new opportunities in
“Green Energy” Commodities
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Corporate Overview
IEC Share Price Graph

Capital Structure
Total shares (As at 30 June 2022)

605.M

Total shares (fully diluted)1

635.M

Share price

A$0.008

Market capitalisation

A$4.85M
A$1.1M
-

115M ex
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Board & Management
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Board and Management

Experienced Team With Solid Track Record of Success
Graeme
Robertson
Non-executive
Chairman

Benjamin Dunn
Managing
Director

Jim Shedd

▪

▪

Extensive expertise in equity markets as Chairman of
Intrasia Capital in Singapore a family office with
corporate/financial services operating from Mauritius
into Africa.

▪

+20 years international experience in Legal, Equity and
Capital Markets in Australia and Asia, primarily in the
resources sector.

▪

Mr. Dunn has held senior positions with international
investment houses including Citigroup, JP Morgan and
CLSA and now divides his time between his own
resource focused investment company and provides
advice to a London based Family Office

▪

+20 years experience in the mining industry specializing
in general mine, turnaround and productivity
management.

Non-executive
Director

Ed Baltis

+40 years experience in mine development including as
President Director of Adaro Indonesia, largest single
open cut coal mine in the southern Hemisphere.

▪

He has held positions in Indonesia, Senegal and Western
Australia as a performance improver in mines on behalf
of Mckinsey Consultants.

▪

+30 years experience in the fields of mine geology,
exploration and target generation, and business
development including in senior management roles with
WMC and Gold Fields.

Geologist
▪

Expertise covers key commodities of gold, nickel and
copper and has operated in Australia, West Africa,
America and Asia.

Alan Fraser

▪

Non-executive
Director

+30 years experience in greenfield mineral exploration,
project management and mine construction.

▪

Experience in managing base metal & gold exploration
projects through joint venture negotiation, obtaining
regulatory approvals and management of field
exploration programs.

Troy Wilson

▪

Widely recognized in Australia and internationally as a
Coal Bed Methane (CBM) completion and production
expert with over 20 years experience.

▪

Troy currently sits on the Board of Intrasia Securities and
advises several CBM development companies in South
Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe and in Australia.

Jack Rosagro

▪

Company
Secretary

+16 years of experience in capital markets, share
registry and governance.

▪

Mr. Rosagro holds a Bachelor of Commerce with major
in Finance, and is a Fellow of the Governance Institute of
Australia

Steve Hart

▪

+25 years experience in mineral exploration.

Geologist

▪

Steve spent the first 5 years of his career working as an
exploration geologist for Junior and Mid-tier mining
companies in the Eastern Goldfields of Western
Australia.

Non-executive
Director
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Out of Africa

Shift Focus to Australian Base & Precious Metals Exploration
Strategic decision to exit fossil fuels and re-align the
Company with opportunities in the battery and new
energy space

Agreement to sell Tanzanian Coal Interests for
US$2m – US$1m received with balance due on
completion (expected imminently)
We continue to work with the Tanzanian Government
and the Purchaser to bring this to completion
IEC retains a non-core interest in a Mozambique Gold
Project - strategic review process underway
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Yalgarra Project
Situated in the Emerging West Yilgarn Ni-Cu-PGE Province
Located 125km east of Kalbarri, WA in the northern
sector of the West Yilgarn Ni-Cu-PGE province

70% ownership of license covering c.400km2 of highly
prospective tenure
License pegged by Century Minerals who retain an
active 30% interest
Exploration targeting magmatic nickel-copper-cobaltPGE mineralisation
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Yalgarra Project
Recent regional discoveries have validated the geology and targeting methods
Initial exploration by neighbours in the vicinity of
Yalgarra has defined several new magmatic Ni-CuPGE±Au prospects
Yalgarra sits centrally over the core gravity high in the
region and has several large magnetic features which
may represent potential unexplored mafic-ultramafic
intrusions
Exploration will target ultramafic rocks on Yalgarra
before investigating other large magnetic features
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Yalgarra Project

Target Generation Commenced With Drilling Targeted for Q4-CY22
Airborne Electro-Magnetic (AEM) survey underway
▪
▪

Mapping the geology and defining structures
Identify anomalous conductive areas that may
relate to sulphide accumulations associated with
Ni-Cu-PGE mineralised systems

Soil geochemistry sampling program underway
▪

Concentrated on 4 most prospective areas for
completion over the next 2 months

Aiming to drill high priority targets generated by AEM
and soil geochemistry in Q4-CY22
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Louth Project

Situated in the Western Lachlan Fold Belt, Considered Prospective for Copper & Gold
Located to the north of the established Cobar Mineral Province
hosting multiple operating mines and deposits

Historical work identified possibility for Macquarie Arc (Cadia
rocks) and Girilambone mafic (Tritton rocks - Aeris)
Historical data review has revealed alteration and pathfinder
geochemistry consistent with magmatic related system
▪ Elevated Tl, Sb, Bi & Sn – likely distal to mineralisation
EM surveys of the license identified high-ranking walk-up drill
targets which IEC plans to test later in 2022

“The VTEM/ground EM drill targets within Toorale Station are the
highest priority targets recommended for drill testing within
EL7169 & to date remain untested” – Minotaur
ASX: IEC
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Investment Summary

IEC an Emerging Australian Base & Precious Metals Explorer

Significant
transformation from
an African coal
producer to an
Australian base &
precious metals
explorer

Two exciting
opportunities with
highly prospective
exploration licenses
in WA & NSW

Core focus on base
& precious metals
exploration to
support global
decarbonisation &
electrification

Exploration underway
to create strong near
term newsflow &
assessment of new
opportunities
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Benjamin Dunn
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Intra Energy Corporation
T: +65 9737 1434
E: info@intraenergycorp.com.au
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